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Abstract. In the future, wireless access system will operate in high data rate 
transmission and high mobility environment, to support private and public 
access. For such an environment, it is necessary to develop a system that has a 
higher spectrum efficiency and is able to mitigate selective fading problems. A 
novel multiple-output differential unitary space-time frequency (DUSTF) coding 
scheme is proposed to overcome those problems. The implementation of this 
inner coding scheme is unified with MIMO system, so that the scheme has a 
good spectrum efficiency. The differential space-time modulation in this 
proposed scheme is intended to operate in a non-coherent channel transmission 
scheme and to guarantee the system performance. In order to combat the 
selective fading problems, the multi-carrier space frequency scheme is utilized in 
the proposed scheme. In general, simulation result shows that the MIMO 
wireless system with the multiple-output DUSTF coding scheme in a non-
coherent channel transmission scheme provides a good system performance. The 
proposed scheme can outperforms other previously published inner coding 
scheme for high mobility and high SNR. The system also achieves a good 
channel capacity. 
Keywords: high data rate; multiple-output DUSTF coding; MIMO; wireless. 
1 Introduction 
The main problem in transmitting high data rate at high-speed mobility in 
wireless broadband access system is how to provide wide bandwidth in a 
rapidly changing channel condition [1]. However, the transmission of wide 
band information signal is restricted by limited bandwidth of the radio channel. 
A wide band transmitted signal is also disturbed by selective fading, resulting in 
difficulties in recovering these signals, so that cause the system performance 
degradation. Furthermore, it is not easy to know channel state information with 
a channel estimation scheme under this channel condition.  
Generally, wireless communication researches offer partial solution to solve 
those problems. For examples, the solutions are to utilize a multiple antenna 
techniques due to its spectrum efficiency and a simple multi-carrier 
transmission scheme capable to overcome the selective fading condition. The 
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implementation of non-coherent channel transmission scheme with differential 
modulation is also a good solution to overcome difficulties in estimating the 
response of the channel condition. These schemes could be applied regardless of 
the knowledge of the channel state [2]. Moreover, to improve the system 
performance degraded by the fading channel, the wireless broadband access 
system could utilize combination of an outer coding as channel coding and an 
inner coding, as illustrated in Figure 1, to enhance the performance of multiple 
transmit antennas system.    
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Figure 1 Outer and inner coding in MIMO-wireless communication system 
Therefore, the MIMO system with such partial solutions can result in a non-
optimal performance. To get a comprehensive solution for high data rate - high 
mobility problems, we propose a multi-carrier differential inner coding scheme. 
In our previous research [2], we investigate the performance of three differential 
space-time schemes in wireless MIMO channel under similar conditions of 
mobile velocity, coding rate, frame size, modulation system, non-coherent 
transmission scheme and channel condition. It is shown that DUSTF coding 
scheme outperforms other differential space-time coding schemes, i.e. 
differential space-time block code (D-STBC) and differential unitary (D-
unitary) coding. Furthermore, DUSTF coding performance with non-coherent 
transmission scheme is better performance than STBC with the perfect channel 
state information in low Eb/No, and vice versa.  
However, in transmitting high data rate, some problems are encountered, such 
as the requirements of greater spectrum efficiency, higher processing gain and a 
faster signal processing as well. Those requirements are satisfied by applying 
parallel processing scheme. Hence, the proposed multiple output DUSTF 
coding scheme is extended from our previous research [2], i.e. the differential 
unitary space-time frequency (DUSTF) coding scheme. Except, the proposed 
scheme has the parallel/multiple output data, as initial inner code due to good 
processing gain. This scheme is to support parallel signal processing in the next 
step and non-coherent channel transmission scheme.  
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Thus, we proposed generic model, where MIMO system with this scheme can 
be applied with an arbitrary  antennas system. i.e.: (i) , 
(ii) with , and (iii) .  is the number of the 
symbol. Then, each arm of the element transmit antenna employs space 
frequency scheme, which is based on OFDM technique as second code to 
support selective fading resiliency, to support high mobility and more spectrum 
efficiency. In this paper, we describe the analysis of the system performance, 
and channel capacity from multiple-output DUSTF coding in MIMO-wireless 
systems.  
TR MN × sRxTx nNM ==
RxTx NM < Rxs Nn = RxTx NM > sn
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we investigate 
multiple-output DUSTF coding in MIMO-wireless systems with coherent 
channel or non-coherent channel transmission scheme. Next in Section 3, we 
discuss the system performance and channel capacity in MIMO-wireless 
systems. Then, Section 4 presents the evaluation of the simulation results of 
multiple output differential unitary coding in MIMO-wireless systems. Finally, 
our main conclusions are summarized in Section 5. 
2 Multiple Output of DUSTF Coding in MIMO-Wireless 
Systems 
2.1 MIMO-Wireless Channel Model 
The basic idea of Multiple input and multiple output (MIMO) systems is space 
time signal processing. The technique utilizes combination of signal processing 
in time domain, which is a natural dimension of digital communication data, 
and space domain, which is a utilization of array antenna distributed in space. 
The large spectral efficiencies associated with MIMO channels are based on 
multipath propagation with a rich scattering environment that provides 
independent transmission path between each transmit antenna and each receive 
antenna. On the other hand, MIMO takes advantage of random fading ([4], [5]) 
to increase transmission rates. 
MIMO systems, employing several transmit and receive antenna at both ends, 
are able to provide more capacity than traditional single antenna systems. The 
capacity improvement based on the fact that the channels from a transmitter to a 
receiver follow independent path. If severe correlations present at the 
transmitter and/or the receiver side, for example, the capacity of the MIMO 
systems is degraded [6].  
 
In order to make the availability of independent channel and to provide a simple 
multi-carrier transmission scheme, we suggest applying multiple output 
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differential unitary space-time frequency (DUSTF) coding such as inner coding. 
Multiple output of DUSTF coding, however, are not designed to provide 
significant coding gain. Hence, powerful outer codes, i.e. combination of 
convolution code and block interleaving, can be concatenated with multiple 
output DUSTF coding to have a required coding gain.    
We consider a MIMO-multiple output DUSTF wireless channel in which data 
are sent from transmit antennas to  receive antennas.  At transmitter, data 
are coded with TM parallel (multiple) output differential unitary encoder, one for 
each transmit antenna, which is processed into space frequency scheme. The 
resulting encoded symbols are mapped into a unit energy constellation  and 
modulated onto a pulse wave with duration T for sending over the channel. 
TM RN
conC
The signal that arrives at each antennas of  receive antennas is superposition 
of the fading transmitted signals and noise. We assume that the delay spread 
of the multipath is small and KT is small compared with the channel coherence 
time, so that fading conditions can be considered constant over K symbols. At 
each receive antenna, we utilize a demodulator which synchronously samples 
the output of a filter matched to the pulse waveform, producing R decision 
statistics in each symbol interval. We assume that the elements in transmit and 
receive antennas are spaced so as to produce independent fading between each 
pair of transmit and receive antennas.  
RN
TM
N
Under those conditions, MIMO-multilevel DUSTF wireless channel model in 
fading condition has signal equation in each receiver as follows: 
∑
=
Δ += T
T
RTTRTR
M
m
knkmmnMkn wshSNRz
1
)(                                 (1) 
                              RR Nn ,,1Λ= TT Mm ,,1Λ= Kk ,,1Λ=        
where:  
TnM MSNRSNR RT /)()( = , where is the expected SNR at each receiver   
antenna, 
Rn
SNR)(
TRmn
h   is the complex MIMO fading path gain from transmit antenna, to  
receive antenna, ,  
Tm
Rn
kmT
s       is the element of encoded transmit symbol matrix, S , 
knR
w      is a noise variable, 
TM        is the number of antennas in the transmitter,  
RN         is the number of antennas in the receiver, and 
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K          is the number of symbol durations used for a space-time code. 
 
That channel equation above can be rewritten in an equivalent matrix-vector 
form as follows: 
WHSZ +=
TM
SNR)(              (2) 
where: { }knRz=Z  is the  receive signal matrix, KNR ×{ }
TRmn
h=H  is the  complex MIMO fading channel matrix, TR MN ×{ }kmTs=S  is the encoded transmit symbol matrix, and KMT ×{ }knRw=W  is the  additive white Gaussian noise matrix. KN R ×
 
The path gains and noise variables are therefore independent and 
identically distributed complex Gaussian random variables. Hence, probability 
density function (pdf) of any path gains is roughly equal,  as 
follows:  
TRmn
h knRw
)()( hphp
TRmn
=
)exp()/1()( 2hhp −= π              { } 0=
TRmn
hE  for       (3) TR mn ≠
In addition, probability density function (pdf) of noise variables : knRw
( ) ( )222 /exp1 w
w
w wwp σπσ −=   with { }22 WEw =σ        (4) 
2.2 Multiple-output Differential Unitary Coding System Model 
Radio frequency in wireless communication systems is a limited natural 
resource, so that high data rate transmission or wide bandwidth of the 
information signal can be restricted by limited bandwidth of the radio signal. 
Consequently, it is necessary to implement transmission technique with high 
spectral efficiency [2]. In order to reduce mean processing time, it needs faster 
signal processing by applying parallel processing scheme. In addition, selective 
fading disturbs a wide bandwidth transmission signal. In high mobility 
conditions, it might be difficult to estimate the channel accurately. Channel 
estimation over fast fading environment requires more training symbols and 
complex computing power. Meanwhile, the perfect estimates of channel 
conditions assumption is acceptable if the channel changes slowly compared 
with the symbol rate, because the transmitters can send training symbols, which 
allow the receiver to estimate the channel accurately.   
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We propose using a multicarrier differential inner coding scheme that is the 
multiple output of DUSTF encoding, to solve those problems. Furthermore, the 
implementation of multiple output of DUSTF coding scheme is a proposed 
solution for non-coherent channel transmission scheme, so that the wireless 
system could be applied regardless knowledge of the channel state. Figure 2 
illustrates the multiple output of DUSTF group code in MIMO-wireless system. 
TM
TM
 
Figure 2 Multiple output of DUSTF group code in MIMO-wireless system. 
We will describe the general idea of information signal processing at transmitter 
side from input data of MIMO wireless communication system with multiple 
output of DUSTF coding scheme. First, input data is processed at baseband 
stage, by means of channel coding as outer coding, i.e. convolutional code and 
interleaver, and then the data is fed to the mapper for signal constellation, i.e. m-
BPSK. The next step is the multiple output of DUSTF coding part. The 
implementation of this inner coding scheme is unified with MIMO system, 
which can be applied with arbitrary TR MN ×  antennas system. The multiple 
output of DUSTF coding system consists of 2 main parts. 
The first part of the inner coding employs a differential space-time encoding 
expanded from [3]. That is multiple output of differential unitary encoding 
subsystem. The parallel output of this subsystem is adjusted so that the parallel 
output data conforms to the number of antenna at transmitter. The application of 
parallel processing functions as spatial multiplexing will reduce the system 
performance theoretically, although it could give another advantage of system 
capacity. Nevertheless, in the proposed scheme, that poor performance is 
compensated by means of multiple output of differential unitary coding and 
multiple antennas, particularly at transmitter and receiver side. The differential 
unitary encoding guarantees the system performance, particularly at low SNR 
[7].  
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The second part is the multicarrier space frequency scheme to combat the 
selective fading problems, whereas the unitary coding technique is a solution to 
guarantee information signal quality. Moreover, multiple antennas and the space 
frequency scheme is capable of combating the problems of bandwidth 
restriction and selective coding condition. This scheme is employed to data 
symbol in each parallel data at every antenna arm of the MIMO wireless 
communication system. Then, the symbol data is entered into the IFFT system 
and ended with cyclic prefix insertion. The space frequency scheme in this new 
inner coding is similar to the modeling in [8], nevertheless there are several 
differences, i.e. in that paper differential transmit diversity from orthogonal 
designs using differential space time modulation scheme [2].  In this paper, 
however, this is the multiple output differential unitary encoding. Furthermore, 
the signal is transmitted simultaneously at each antenna of the MIMO wireless 
communication system. The rich environment condition will result in Rayleigh 
fading channel.  
Receiver side will conduct the reverse process of that in transmitter. In each arm 
of receive antenna, cyclic prefix is removed, followed by FFT, soft output 
detector based on [8] to obtain symbols demapping of space frequency scheme. 
Moreover, signal equalization is applied at differential unitary decoding, by 
means of suboptimal maximum likelihood detector. 
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Figure 3 Multiple output of D-unitary group encoding subsystem. 
Figure 3 explains the particular model of multiple output of differential unitary 
encoding subsystem. The kth symbol data,  from the mapper is processed at 
generator of the unitary group code stage, so that produce which . G  
is considered as the set of possible messages. The group structure code, G  can 
be constructed for any number of transmit antennas and any constellationC . 
In addition, G  is any group of 
kD
kG G∈kG
con
ss nn   ×  unitary matrices, whose length of 
depends on the dimension of sn TR MN ×  antennas system. So that 
 for all .  For example: IGGGG =H=H G∈G
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22×  antennas, BPSK mapper :  
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2.2.1 Particular model of Differential Encoding 
First, we assume that the system has a consideration: sRxTx nNM ==  with 
encoding process as follows. An arbitrary is a unitary code, whose 
characteristic is: 
uC
InCC s
H
uu =   for all Uu ,,1Λ=                                (5) 
where 
( )H  is the conjugate transpose, and 
sn  is number of symbols. 
When perfect channel state information is available at the receiver, we can use 
the differential encoder, as below: 
kDk GCS =    Kk ,,1Λ=                              (6) 
where  is an initial matrix coding. In that case, is basically a space 
time block code with perfect channel estimation, which is available at the 
receiver. The collection of matrices of a group code of length over 
constellation can be expressed as: 
DC kDGC
sn
conC
{ GG ∈=Δ kkDD GGCC : }                              (7) 
Second, we assume that  is unitary group structure code, that is,  if and 
only if .  can be chosen to be a 
GDC
ICC s
H
DD n= DC sTx nM  ×  matrix in . For 
example, for  we can choose  to be any matrix that satisfies 
. In this paper, 
conC
2== snm DC
ICC 2=HDD DCS =0  is a snm  ×  Hadamard matrix such that 
for all , which be constrained with snmconD
x CGC ∈ G∈kG G = . Therefore, the 
larger number of antennas (at transmitter or at receiver) is restricted to multiple 
powers of 2 (two). The fewer number of antennas (at transmitter or at receiver) 
p2
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may possibly have arbitrary number of antennas. If the cardinality of G  is G , 
then the rate of this code is: 
G2log
1
sn
R =  Bit/s/Hz           (8) 
1kk CD −.
kD
1−kC
kC
 
Figure 4 Differential modulation technique, based on block code or group 
code, in MIMO-wireless communication system. 
The implementation of non-coherent channel transmission scheme with 
differential modulation is a good solution to overcome difficulties in estimating 
the response of the channel condition. In general, differential modulation of 
multiple antennas is based on group structure code, as illustrated in Figure 4. 
The technique is in a differential way similar to a traditional differential PSK 
[9]. For differential unitary coding, unitary space time signals are orthonormal 
in time across the antennas. It has been shown to be reliable in a Rayleigh 
fading channel where neither the transmitter nor the receiver knows the fading 
coefficients [3], [9], [10].  
When no channel states information or no channel estimation scheme, with 
motivation from traditional differential modulation, PSK, we can use the 
differential encoder as follows (see Figure 3): 
kkk GSS 1−=     Kk ,,1Λ=                        (9) 
with initial code .  DCS =0
The group structure code ensures that GDk CS ∈  whenever GDk CS ∈−1      (10)  
1G
3D2D1D Λ
Λ
Λ3G2G
DCS =0 101 GSS = 23 SS 3G=212 GSS =  
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The last step is the multiple output of differential modulation part. The parallel 
output of this subsystem is adjusted so that the parallel output data conforms to 
the number of antenna at transmitter. 
2.2.2 General model of Differential Encoding 
In general, the implementation of multiple output of DUSTF coding scheme in 
MIMO wireless system can have three specific conditions, which are: 
   
• , which has been explained as particular model of 
differential decoding 
sRxTx nNM ==
• and , which has to generate initial code,           
and unitary group code, G  that is equal with encoding process in 
particular condition, 
RxTx NM < Rxs Nn = DC
sRxTx nN == .       M
• and , which  and have to an   
unitary matrices.  
RxTx NM > Txs Mn = DC kG ss nn ×
 
In and conditions, we can choose initial code as follows: 
. However, we have antenna 
system, thus we have to select transmission code, 
RxTx NM < Rxs Nn =
),().,(),( 1 ssksskssk nnnnnn GSS −= RxTx NM <
),(~ sTxk nMS  from initial code, 
. For example, possibility of transmission code for ),( ssk nnS 43×  antennas 
and BPSK mapper as follows:                            
     
 
 
 
 
 
       ),(~ sTxk nMS
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
=
44434241
34333231
24232221
14131211
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
kS
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
=
44434241
34333231
24232221
14131211
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
kS
2.2.3 General models of Differential Decoding  
In MIMO wireless communication system, the entire received sequence at a 
receiver for differential unitary group code is: 
[ ]KZZZ ::0 Λ=                      (11)  
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where   kkMk TxSNR WHSZ +=
Δ
)(   
Kk ,,1Λ= .                      
TxM
SNR)( is signal-to-noise ratio per receive antenna { }
TRmn
h=H  is the TR MN ×  fading matrix.  
Even for moderate values of transmit antennas and TxM K block code, this 
receiver is quite complex. When the channel matrix, is known at the receiver, 
the pdf of the received matrix given that is transmitted is:  
H
kS
( )( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ −−−= HkMkkMkNnkk TxTxRxS SNRSNRTrp HSZHSZSHZ exp1),( π       (12) 
The optimal receiver of a unitary code system is the maximum-likelihood (ML) 
detector, which reduces to the minimum Euclidean distance detector as:  
( )EuclEucld p SHZ ,maxargmin_ = Eucl
 
             (13) ( )( ) ⎥⎦Euclminarg ⎤⎢⎣⎡ −−= HEuclNxEuclNx SNRSNRTr HSZHSZ
RN
kZ ),(
1−k
H
k ZZ
H
k )(Z
{ }(.)Re 1GTr
{ }(.)Re GGTr
 
Figure 5 Multiple output of D-Unitary Space Time Frequency Decoding 
Scheme 
In that differential unitary code system with no channel states information or 
no channel estimation case, it is natural to look for a receiver signal to 
estimate using the last two received blocks (see Figure 5): kG
~
]:[~ 1 kkk ZZZ −
Δ=           (14) 
On others word, to look for a receiver signal that estimates from the received 
blocks,  using the last two received blocks as follows: 
kG
~
kZ
1
~
−= kHkk ZZG            (15) 
First, we assume that the system has considered sRxTx nNM ==  with encoding 
process as follows. We can generate initial received signal as: 
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)(0 ssD nnCZ =                       (16)
    
Then, look for 1
~D  from the entire received and the initial received signal 
:  
1Z
0Z
D
HH CZGZZGGGD ....~.~ 11011111 ===         (17) 
After that, search for 1
~G from the set of possible messages, that is G a unitary 
group code, followed by selecting 1
~D with ML detection: 
)(Remaxarg~ 111 D
HTrace CZGD
G G∈
=         (18) 
In general, to look for from the last two received blocks, and can be 
written by: 
kD
~
kZ 1−kZ
1..
~.~ −== kHkkkkk ZZGGGD          (19) 
Then, search for from the set of possible messages, that is G a unitary group 
code,  followed by selecting 
kG
~
kD
~ with ML detection   : 
)(Remaxarg~ 1−∈
= kHkkk Trace ZZGD
G G
        (20) 
Second, for the system consideration: RxTx NM < and Rxs Nn =  to search 
kG
~
and to look for kD
~
 from the entire received sequence, that is equal with 
decoding process in particular condition sRxTx nNM ==  
 
Third, for the system consideration: andRxTx NM > Txs Mn = , we can choose 
initial received signal as follows: 
),(~0 sRxD nNCZ =           (21) 
),(~ sRxD nNC  can be selected from initial transmission code , which 
use in the transmitter, e.g. 
),( ssD nnC
43×=× TxRx MN antennas : 
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
−−
−−
−−
1111
1111
1111
1111 
=),( ssD nnC             ,           ),(~ sRxD nNC  ⎢⎢ − ⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
−−
−
−−
1111
1111
1111
1111
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Then, to search and to look for  from the entire received sequence, that is 
equal with decoding process in particular condition 
kG
~
kD
~
sRxTx nNM == . 
3 Channel Capacity 
Theoretically, the Shannon (ergodic) capacity of a single user time invariant 
channel is defined as the maximum mutual information between the channel 
input and output. The mutual information can be described as the reduction in 
the uncertainty of one random variable due to the knowledge of the other [11]. 
Meanwhile, the entropy of a random variable is a measure of uncertainty of the 
random variable. It is a measure of the amount of information required on the 
average to describe the random variable [12]. It will depend on the properties of 
the wireless channel used to express information from the transmitter to the 
receiver.  
 
This maximum mutual information is shown by Shannon’s capacity theorem 
that in random small error probability, the system can be transmitted over the 
channel with the maximum data rate.  
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +=
oW
average
WShannon NB
P
BC 1log          (22) 
While the channel is time varying, channel capacity has multiple definitions.  
Depending on how the knowledge of the channel distribution or its state at the 
transmitter and/or receiver is. The capacity measurement can be conducted in 
several environments, i.e. minimum rate or average rate or maintained at a fixed 
constant over all channel distributions/states.  
The MIMO channel capacity depends greatly on min , the statistical 
properties and correlations of the MIMO channel path gains. is number of 
antennas in transmitter and  is number of antennas. At receiver, rich 
scattering environment can provide independent transmission paths from each 
transmit antenna to each receive antenna. On the other hand, strong correlation 
between the MIMO channel path gains can degrade the channel capacity 
significantly, which is the function of the scattering environment, the distance 
between transmitter and receiver, the antenna configurations, and the Doppler 
spreads [11].   
),( RT NM
TM
RN
When perfect channel knowledge at the receiver by assuming maximum ratio 
combining at the receiver and the transmitter has no knowledge of the channel, 
it is optimal to consistently distribute the available power  between the TP
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transmit antennas [13], i.e. 
Sn
T
T
signal M
P IP = . We assume that the noise is 
uncorrelated among branches of MIMO, so the noise covariance matrix at 
receiver . Therefore, the MIMO fading channel capacity can be 
written as [14]:   
Rnnnoise
IP 2σ=
)()( WZ dedeMIMO hhC −=                   (23) 
             ][detlog)][det(log 22
nnHS PPHHP −=
            
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ += H
Tn
T
N M
P
R
HHI 22 detlog σ                            (24) 
where:  
TP     is the available power, 
SP  is the distributed power of the available power among the transmit 
antennas, 
nP  is the noise covariance matrix with assuming that the noise is 
uncorrelated between branches,   
(.)deh  is denoting differential entropy (entropy of a continuous random 
variable), and 
H  is MIMO channel matrix,  RT NM ×
with an eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix product HH EEHH Λ= , where 
is the eigenvector matrix with orthonormal columns with dimension 
and  is a diagonal matrix with with dimension and the eigenvalues 
on the main diagonal ( ). The MIMO system capacity may be written as 
follows: 
E RT NM ×
Λ TR MN ×
RR NN ×
 ∑
= ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +=
k
l
l
Tn
T
MIMO M
PC
1
22 1log λσ                     (25) 
where :  
),min()( RT NMrankk ≤= H  ,                        (26) ∑ is a real matrix, and 
( )BAIABI +=+ BAAB det()det . 
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lλ  are the non zero eigenvalue of matrix product . In the orthogonal 
channel path case, 
HHH
{ } { }•• ==
TTTT mmRmml
hhENhhEorderdiversity )_(λ  with 
. In the real world case, correlated channel path gains occurr  so 
the single non zero eigenvalue of response is 
TT Mm ,,2,1 Λ=
H { } TRmmRl MNhhEN TT == •λ .If we 
assume that H is a random process, we can identify the channel at the receiver 
by using a training sequence, assuming that the training sequence does not cost 
any capacity.  
In practice, the realization of high MIMO capacity is responsive not only to the 
fading correlation between individual antennas but also to the rank performance 
of the channel. High rank behavior has been heavily linked to the existence of a 
rich scattering environment and a little correlation between the channel paths, 
for example in Rayleigh fading model. The MIMO channels have a diversity 
gain defined by the rank of . The maximum achievable diversity gain 
is .The maximum diversity gain and the upper limit 
for the capacity of MIMO channels is represented by the orthogonal channel 
gain case. Assuming columns of  are orthogonal and the entries of H are 
normalized to power unit, the eigenvalues of are 
∗HH
),min()( RT NMHHrank =∗
TM H
HHH Rl N=λ  for 
. The capacity of the high-rank MIMO channel can be rewritten 
from equation (25) and (26) as:   
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⎛ +≈ σ           (28) 
On the other hand, Low rank performance has been closely linked to the fewer 
scattering environment and a strong correlation between each channel path, for 
example in Ricean fading model with large K factor. The correlation 
characteristics determine the rank of , which eventually determines the 
diversity advantage. A fully correlated  H  matrix provides no diversity gain 
over the single antenna case and gives the all one’s matrix with 
dimension . In high correlated channel condition, all gains  are 
approximately equal, and , a multiple of the all-one matrix, has a single non 
zero singular value  
HHH
RT xNM ijh
H
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The capacity of the low-rank MIMO channel can be expressed as: 
∑=
= ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
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n
T NP22 1log σ                         (31) 
In Low-SNR MIMO channel, ( )2/ nTP σ , is low; with a Taylor series 
approximation  for small values of xx ≈+ )1log( x . Both of the capacity of the 
high-rank MIMO channel for small SNR, , and the capacity of the 
low-rank MIMO channel  for small SNR, , shall be expressed as: 
SNRhighC _
SNRlowC _
R
Tn
T
TRSNRhigh NM
PMNC 2_ ),min( σ≈                 (32) 
R
n
T
SNRlow N
PC 2_ σ≈                                   (33) 
When no channel information is required by receiver, the MIMO channel 
capacity takes expectation over an instantaneous channel, as follows: 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ += H
Tn
T
Naverage M
PIEC
R
HH22 detlog σ                (34) 
A framework for differential modulation, which is multilevel DUSTF coding, is 
no channel knowledge at the receiver. Then, the capacity of a MIMO wireless 
fading channel using multilevel DUSTF coding can be written as:  
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ += 222 1log. F
Tn
T
M
P
T
KC Hσ                     (35) 
where 
K   is code number of  block code used for a space time code, unitary code, 
T  is number of the time slots in block code, and 
2
F
H  is the squared Frobenius norm of matrix . H
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4 Discussion of the Simulation Results 
In this paper, the study is focused on the downlink transmission, i.e. signal 
transmission from base station to mobile user. Our simulation is emphasized in 
a research to explore the response of MIMO wireless communication system to 
the proposed inner coding scheme. The objectives are to answer high data rate 
problems, selective fading problems, and the difficulty to estimate response of 
the channel in high-speed mobility.  
By considering those problems, in this section we present simulation results 
supporting those considerations. Simulation is focused on the utilization of 
proposed inner coding scheme in MIMO wireless communication systems in 
non-coherent channel transmission scheme. Accordingly, as comparison, we 
also present coherent channel transmission scheme with perfect channel 
acknowledgement. In all simulation scenarios, we use frequency of 5 GHz, 
convolutional code rate ½, Viterbi decoder at receiver and 256 bits per data 
block. Modulation system could be any scheme, MPSK or MQAM, but in our 
simulation, BPSK is implemented, with power efficiency consideration. It is 
assumed that the simulation results of all multiple-output DUSTF coding 
schemes are observed in fading channel condition by applying suboptimal ML 
detection at receiver. 
Firstly, the influence of the proposed inner coding scheme application to the 
MIMO wireless system with non-coherent channel transmission scheme in 
fading channel condition is shown for various number of subcarrier in both non-
mobility and high mobility of users. As comparison, the BER system 
performance in coherent channel transmission scheme with perfect channel 
acknowledgement and high mobility of users is also presented. It is assumed 
that the simulation results of all multiple-output DUSTF coding schemes are 
observed in the same transmission parameters and fading channel condition. 
Figure 6 shows that the optimal number of sub-carrier in each fading channel 
condition is different. In these simulation cases, the 128 subcarrier is the 
optimal number for non-mobility of users. However, the 64 sub-carriers is the 
optimal number for high mobility of users. In the simulation cases of high 
mobility condition, at low SNR the BER performance of MIMO wireless 
system performance with coherent channel transmission scheme (assuming in 
the perfect estimation condition) has slightly better performance than the system 
with non-coherent channel transmission scheme. However, at medium or high 
SNR, the BER performance of MIMO wireless system both with the perfect 
estimation condition and with non-coherent channel transmission scheme, is 
very similar.      
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Figure 6 The BER performance of multiple output DUSTF coding scheme 
in MIMO wireless system for various number of sub-carrier in: both non and 
high mobility of users. 
Secondly, we explore that the multilevel DUSTF coding with the 64 sub-
carriers and non-coherent channel transmission scheme in the selective fading 
channel condition. Then, we compare the proposed inner coding with other 
inner coding schemes for both non-mobility and high mobility of users. In these 
cases, the other inner coding schemes are STBC, OFDM, and D-STF, which 
had been observed in [2]. It is assumed that the simulation results of all inner 
coding schemes are observed in the same transmission parameters, and the same 
fading channel condition. 
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Figure 7 The BER performance comparisons of multiple output DUSTF 
coding with non coherent channel transmission and other inner coding schemes 
in MIMO wireless system. 
Figure 7 shows the comparison among the MIMO wireless systems 
performance, i.e. MIMO-STBC system with perfect channel estimation; 
MIMO-OFDM system, MIMO-D STF system and MIMO-multiple output 
DUSTF coding system with non-coherent channel transmission scheme. This 
figure shows that in similar channel condition with non-coherent channel 
transmission scheme, i.e. fading channel and in high mobility conditions, then 
the MIMO-multiple output DUSTF coding wireless systems has better 
performance than the system that uses other modulations. Furthermore, at high 
SNR and high mobility of users, applying coherent channel transmission with 
perfect estimation acknowledgement does not improve the system performance 
significantly. The system performance both for coherent and non-coherent 
channel transmission schemes is very similar.  
Thirdly, we consider the effect of receive antenna diversity or transmit antenna 
diversity to the performance of the proposed inner coding scheme. This coding 
scheme is studied in the MIMO wireless system with non-coherent channel 
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transmission scheme, i.e. observing the influence of 2 transmit antenna and n 
receive antennas, and also m transmit antennas and 2 receive antennas. It is 
assumed that the simulation results of the proposed inner coding schemes are 
observed under the same transmission parameters and fading channel condition. 
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Figure 8 The effect of  n receive antennas diversity or  m transmit antennas 
diversity to the performance of MIMO-multiple output DUSTF wireless 
system.  
Figure 8 shows that generally increasing the number of receive antennas 
provide better performance than increasing the number of transmit antennas, 
although it gives another advantage, i.e. system capacity improvement. 
Applying greater number of transmit or receive antennas at BTS could be a 
good solution for compensation of the performance deterioration in high 
mobility conditions.  
Finally, we investigate the channel capacity of multiple output DUSTF coding 
scheme in the MIMO wireless system with coherent channel transmission 
scheme, which is done in Low Rank and High Rank environment for high 
mobility of users. As comparison, the channel capacity of the other schemes is 
also presented, i.e. MIMO and MIMO-STBC, which had been observed in [14]. 
Figure 9 shows that the MIMO wireless system with spatial multiplexing 
scheme has higher channel system capacity than the system with an inner 
coding, i.e. STBC and multiple output DUSTF coding for both in Low Rank 
and High Rank environment. In these cases, MIMO-STBC is applied with 
perfect estimation acknowledgement by the receiver side. Meanwhile, MIMO-
multiple output DUSTF coding is applied with non-coherent channel 
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transmission scheme. However, the wireless system capacity is very similar for 
both the MIMO-STBC and the MIMO-multiple output DUSTF coding system. 
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Figure 9 The channel system capacity comparisons between the multiple 
output DUSTF coding and the other schemes for high mobility of users in 
MIMO wireless system. 
5 Conclusion 
From the study results, it is concluded that the proposed inner coding scheme 
with non-coherent channel transmission scheme will provide a good system 
performance. Especially at high SNR for high mobility of users with non-
coherent channel transmission scheme in selective fading channel condition, the 
system shows better performance than the other inner coding schemes.  
Applying greater number of transmit or receive antennas and optimal number of 
sub-carrier at BTS could compensate performance deterioration in high mobility 
conditions. The MIMO-multiple output DUSTF coding wireless system also has 
a good channel capacity.   
Nevertheless, the proposed scheme in MIMO wireless system has limitations, 
which do not accommodate various requirements: bandwidth usage, QoS or 
channel response for every user. There are also trade-offs among the system 
performances, channel capacity and system complexity. Accordingly, that 
consideration can be a research subject in the future.  
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